
Stewards Notes  

Stewards 
Veterinary Surgeon 

D Jonas, J Jones, J Evans, R Dalton, M Herrmann 
Dr G Moore 

    

   

-On the first turn PAUA TO KAPAU checked off the heels of TULLABUNG BETTY, then TULLABUNG BETTY checked off the heels of 
HURUCAN then moved out checking WINDMILL HAZE. Along the back straight PURPOSE DRIVEN moved out checking TULLABUNG 
BETTY. Turning off the back straight WINDMILL HAZE moved down into the running line of FOX GAMBLER causing FOX GAMBLER to 
drop back slightly, and then PAUA TO KAPUA was forced to check off FOX GABLER then move out and check TULLABUNG BETTY. 
-PAUA TO KAPAU was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner DYNA QUAIL. 
-Shortly after the start PRETORIA SUN checked to the inside of USAIN BEAST looking for a rails run. On the first turn DESTINI 
CHEROKEE moved out taking PRETORIA SUN wide. On the turn off the back straight DYNA QUIRE moved out checking RUN GORDON. 
                

     

-A swab sample was taken from the winner CAIRNLEA STRIDER. 
-On the first turn BRADLEY TYSON moved down checking MADAM ONYX. On the turn into the back straight CAIRNLEA JET checked off 
the heels of CAIRNLEA BUSTER and continued out checking WATSARGO then shortly after SYMPHONY made contact with the running 
rail. 
-SYMPHONY was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner SPRINGVALE HOPE. 
-On the first turn RHYNSTONE HAWK moved out checking HAYRIDE ROHAN causing HAYRIDE ROHAN to run on the heels of and drag 
down WATTO’S REVENGE.  HAYRIDE ROHAN stumbled as a result checking GARNET and SPARKLING SHOGUN, shortly after ABLE 
moved out checking SPARKLING SHOGUN, then RHYNSTONE HAWK moved out checking GRAND CHAOS. On the turn into the back 
straight GRAND CHAOS moved down checking RHYNSTONE HAWK. Along the back straight HAYRIDE ROHAN ran wide. 
-HAYRIDE ROHAN was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-HONCHO MONELLI was slow to begin. Shortly after the start LARRIKIN LOCKY moved down checking PYREDOS MONELLI. 
                

     

   

-BORN BILLY was slow to begin. On the first turn IMA CARAVAN moved out checking CASH FOR JAM, ZELLMAN and ROSCO FIELDS, 
and then ZELLMAN ran onto the heels of and dragged down ROSCO FIELDS checking BORN BILLY. This incident caused ZELLMAN and 
BORN BILLY to race wide. Turning off the back straight ZELLMAN moved down into the running line of BORN BILLY. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner AGENT KADE. 
-Shortly after the start SALLY’S GIRL moved out and DUNKIRK moved down checking BLACK FESCO and WHO SAID THAT. On the first 
turn DUNKIRK moved down checking BECKY BALE. On the turn into the back straight WHO SAID THAT moved down checking BLACK 
FESCO, then BECKY BALE moved down checking WHO SAID THAT. 
                
 
 



 
 

     

 

-A swab sample was taken from the winner ASHOM MONELLI. 
Shortly after the start ASHOM MONELLI moved down sharply checking SPRING SCORPION and TYLA GRACE causing SPRING 
SCORPION to stumble. On the first turn SPRING BLOOM moved out checking ON FIRE and ASHOM MONELLI causing ON FIRE to 
stumble. Along the home straight SPRING SCORPION moved out checking ON FIRE. Entering the back straight ZUDACTYL MONELLI 
moved down checking EMILY AS. 
-ON FIRE was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS SUSPENDED FOR 10 DAYS ALL TRACKS. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner SIGNAL PEAK. 
There were no racing incidents to report. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner FLYING ELLEN. 
On the first turn SHOT THRU checked off the heels of THERMAL STRIKE. Along the back straight BEKALIA’S FLYER ran wide. On the 
turn into the home straight SHOT THRU checked off the heels of THERMAL STRIKE and continued outwards running onto the heels of and 
dragging down PRECIOUS TYSON.  
                

     

   

-FOR VALOUR went up with the lids and EMERLEY MINE and EASY BETTS were both slow to begin. On the first turn PHOEBE ALLEN 
moved out checking CLICK HERE and EMERLEY MINE, and that forced FOR VALOUR to check to the inside looking for a rails run. 
 

INJURIES ON FIRE LEFT WRIST SORENESS 10 DAYS ALL TRACKS 

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS DYNA QUAIL (R2) 
CAIRNLEA STRIDER (R3) 
SPRINGVALE HOPE (R4) 

AGENT KADE (R7) 
ASHOM MONELLI (R8) 
SIGNAL PEAK (R9) 

FLYING ELLEN (R10) 

SUSPENSIONS NIL   

FINES ISSUED MR T RASMUSSEN WEIGHT VARIATION (BARTON BALE) $50 
 


